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IN฀ THE฀5+฀ AND฀2EPUBLIC฀ OF฀ )RELAND฀ BEFORE฀ ฀#฀ BOTULINUM฀
PRODUCES฀A฀POTENT฀NEUROTOXIN฀WHICH฀CAN฀CAUSE฀PARALYSIS฀AND฀DEATH฀
)N฀฀AND฀฀ TEN฀CASES฀WERE฀CLINICALLY฀ RECOGNISED฀WITH฀A฀






































































TO฀ CAPTURE฀ REPORTS฀ OF฀ CASES฀ CLEARLY฀ EXISTED฀ IN฀ THE฀5+฀BEFORE฀ THE฀
DETECTION฀OF฀THE฀FIRST฀CASES฀ IN฀)$5S฀IN฀฀4HIS฀SUGGESTS฀THAT฀AT฀
LEAST฀FOR฀BOTULISM฀THESE฀SOFT฀TISSUE฀INFECTIONS฀REPRESENT฀AN฀EMERGING฀
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VALENT฀ 0NC฀ VACCINE฀ 0#6	฀ 006฀ PROVIDES฀ PROTECTION฀ AGAINST฀
INVASIVE฀0NC฀DISEASE฀DUE฀TO฀฀SEROTYPES฀IN฀SUBJECTS฀OLDER฀THAN฀TWO฀
YEARS฀;=฀0#6฀PROTECTS฀AGAINST฀SEVEN฀SEROTYPES฀BUT฀ALSO฀ IN฀THOSE฀


































006฀WAS฀ LICENSED฀ IN฀฀OF฀ THE฀฀RESPONDING฀COUNTRIES฀AND฀WAS฀
IN฀ THE฀OFFICIAL฀ RECOMMENDATIONS฀OF฀฀ )N฀ALL฀ THE฀฀COUNTRIES฀
FOR฀WHICH฀ INFORMATION฀WAS฀ AVAILABLE฀ RISK฀ GROUPS฀ AT฀ HIGHER฀ RISK฀










&UTURE฀ DECISIONS฀ ON฀ USE฀ OF฀ PNEUMOCOCCAL฀ VACCINES฀ IN฀ %UROPE฀
WILL฀ BE฀DECIDED฀ ON฀ THE฀BASIS฀ OF฀ SEVERAL฀ FACTORS฀ INCLUDING฀ LOCAL฀
DISEASE฀BURDEN฀THE฀PREDICTED฀IMPACT฀OF฀ANY฀UNIVERSAL฀PROGRAMME฀
PARTICULARLY฀ THE฀ IMPORTANCE฀ OF฀ SEROTYPE฀ REPLACEMENT฀ AND฀ HERD฀
IMMUNITY฀ INDIRECT฀ PROTECTION฀ TO฀ THE฀ UNVACCINATED฀ POPULATION	฀
THE฀EFFECTIVENESS฀OF฀ REDUCED฀DOSE฀SCHEDULES฀AND฀VACCINE฀COST฀
)NDEED฀AT฀LEAST฀ONE฀COUNTRY฀,UXEMBOURG฀HAS฀SINCE฀IMPLEMENTED฀
A฀UNIVERSAL฀INFANT฀0#6฀IMMUNISATION฀POLICY฀
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